Third Age
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Bribie and Beachmere U3A centres are currently closed due to the coronavirus.
Check on the websites: www.u3abribie.org.au for Bribie
and u3a@bang.org.au for Beachmere updates.
President’s Report

Hello Everybody,

How are you all? Under normal circumstances we
would now be having a break between terms 2 and 3.
As explained in the last newsletter, the management
committee have decided to discontinue operations for
term 3. Advice from Queensland Health supports
this policy: no decision yet decided for term 4 but we
will keep you posted.
For your information the committee has considered
what procedures would have to be followed were U3A
to re-open in a Covid-safe environment. People
showing any signs of illness would not be admitted.
The 4 square metre rule would limit most classes to 4
or 5 people. The 1.5 metre rule would prove difficult to
maintain in certain areas such as hallways. All rooms
and equipment would need to be sanitised after each
class. This would include tables, chairs, all AV gear,
kitchen and bathroom equipment, toilets, door knobs!
The list goes on. Worst of all we would not be able to
provide biscuits (cream or otherwise) and possibly not
offer tea and coffee! We would need sanitising fluid
available throughout the complex and rules and
directions on social distancing.
A key question is who would do all this. I would not
expect receptionists or other volunteers to be exposed
to any more risk than members. So when you look at
this environment, re-opening U3A in its present form,
and while there is still a risk of infection, is difficult to
contemplate. I know that restrictions within Australia
are being lifted but with a particularly vulnerable
community, maintaining members’ safety is paramount.
However, rest assured your committee is considering
effective options wherever possible. Some tutors have
arranged sessions offsite or via the internet. In most
cases tutors will have contacted class members to
gauge interest in sessions. Please remember that
these sessions should be considered as private
operations that are not run under the auspices of U3A,
so attendance at these groups is at your own risk.
At present, alterations at the community hall are well
under way with the most obvious change being the
installation of automatic doors into the complex and the
hall. I am not sure how these doors will be activated
but I hope that it is not by movement! I can just
imagine the motors having apoplectic fits during
dancing classes as couples glide past every few

seconds, setting off the sensors. Also, our solar
system is being upgraded, so hopefully we will be able
to better manage our power bills.
Personally like all of you, I have been keeping myself
busy. I thought I would have plenty of time to continue
pencil drawing while in ISO. Obviously self-discipline is
as much a part of art as talent. Since March I have
only managed one small drawing which is outrageous.
However I did think I would take up my guitar from
many years in hibernation only to find, once I had
dusted off the strings, that the bridge had come adrift!
So much for that!
Always plenty of maintenance around the house to
keep me occupied though, but I need to check with
Martin White to see if there were any solar flares last
week. Our washing machine packed up; a recently
installed doorbell decided to change from dulcet bell
tones to a barking dog, (which of course set off our
dogs); the garage door opener decided not to work
although a couple of times the door opened
independently; and as many of you will know, my
mobile phone now belongs to its own network that
does not include anybody else in the world.
My best DIY job though was a trip into the world of
plumbing. How easy is it to fix a dripping tap in the
laundry? Simple, in fact so simple I fixed the other one
that wasn’t dripping at the same time. 2 weeks later
they’re both dripping. Now an expert, I whipped those
taps off and replaced the washers that seemed to have
been ruined in that short period. Once again silence in
the laundry (no dripping tap and no washing machine
working). Sunday morning I was woken by Julie calling
for help from the laundry. She had turned the tap
which unscrewed from the wall shooting the tap and
50lbs per square inch (or whatever) of water directly
onto my dear wife. Only her quick thinking and a pink
bucket saved the laundry from flooding by the time I
got out of bed and turned off the mains. Hmm… never
did like plumbing much.
My latest DIY activity is far less dangerous. I am doing
a reno on a dolls’ house I made for my daughter about
30 years ago. Our granddaughter will be the next
occupant. In true Shayna Blaze style, it will be all white
with many tiny cushions.
I hope you enjoy the newsletter and thanks again to the
production team for their efforts.
Keep safe.
Greg Sibthorpe President

Beachmere U3A Committee has continued to meet
regularly even though the campus has not been open.
Chair Mary Brown said that the Committee is well advanced in its planning to
make Beachmere a ‘stand alone’ campus and members will be asked to support
Incorporation at a General Meeting as soon as it can be organized with ratification
at an AGM a little later.
‘Bribie U3A has been most supportive in the past and while we were getting
established. However, it has always been the Committee’s intention to become
our own entity,’ Mary said.
‘We have a wonderful support base in Beachmere and I am confident we can
make U3A Beachmere very successful. The Committee thanks retiring
Beachmere U3A committee
committee members - Gwen Wharf and Deb Passmore. We are always looking
for committed members to join our Committee and would welcome any interested From left
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members to join our team.
Mary Brown (Chair).
The Committee has some terrific initiatives planned for coming months, so I
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encourage all our U3A members to stay in touch and look out for updates on all
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Woodroffe.
things Beachmere U3A.’

Beachmere U3A can be contacted on 0456 685 736 or by email on u3a@bang.org.au.

Photography competition
Congratulations to Gaye Tait for her winning photo of her backyard. She is lucky enough to live on a
boat, in the Sandstone Point Marina, so has a wonderful backyard. Many thanks to other contributors.
Gaye’s photo of Gallagher’s Point.

Our next competition is open to all cr afty member s!

See who can come up with the best tea cosy, either hand-made, knitted, sewed or crocheted.
It can be any size. Please take a photo of your work (just a simple jpg. please)
and email to ThirdAge@bribieu3a.com.au
by 20th July. Mark it Attn: Jan.

More Positive Moves: for keeping the mind active!
Be the Voice of the people.

We have all been affected by Covid19. Some have suffered from the restrictions of being in lockdown and wish to turn
back the clock to March 16 when Lockdown came into being. Others have enjoyed the experience and wish some of the
changes, made to flatten the curve, be maintained when the pandemic eases.
For our Positive Moves in this newsletter, it would be fun to hear your ideas on what changes you would like to keep in the
new ‘norm,’ after Covid lessens its pandemic effect. This could be a great activity for either when you are alone or as a
game of Trivia around the kitchen table. Think about our pre-Covid way of life, write down the changes that have been
made to flatten the curve and that you would like to keep; then explain how you think they could fit into the way of life for
post-Covid. For example, you might like some of the on-line material produced during these last 3 months, videos, free
lessons, Zoom and the like or maybe changes to the attendance numbers at functions. Pick something you feel positive
about and tell us how that change or those changes could become the ‘norm’ or how these new changes could be expanded
to accommodate yourself, your family, your state or your country.
Perhaps you would like to share one of your suggestions with us in a short paragraph, say no more than 200 words.
Email to ThirdAge@bribieu3a.com.au and mark ‘Attention Ann’ by 20th July for the next newsletter
or possible future publications.
Make it fun. It can be as way-out, crazy, outlandish, unconventional or quirky as you like.
We could even send our contributions to Scott Morrison for his consideration. I’m sure he needs a good laugh!
Ann Jones
What happens when we stay at home!

Journaling during isolation
‘We decided to de-clutter our wardrobe. Whatever the date on that day would be the number of clothing items to throw
away. By the time the 31st of the month came around our wardrobes were somewhat depleted.
Now we have to go shopping to clothe ourselves.’
‘We had a dress up party. We had to create a character using only a double sheet. It was hilarious.’
‘We live in a group of units down on the waterfront. In the afternoon, we play high fly tennis, our team all live on the 6th
floors and our court is the balconies on each floor. Provides for some interesting language from people not
participating in the game.’

The art of Light and Shadow
I hope you are all staying safe, sane and enjoying the small taste of freedom we
were rewarded with for doing such a good job of social distancing! To keep our
creativity flowing, we will consider the challenge of how to draw shadows. You
will notice that I’m not attempting a fantastic drawing of a tree or mountains but
rather trying to help you understand the direction of light and the placement of
shadows. I thought we could stay with the scribble style to keep it simple with
coloured pencils.
1. Start by drawing the trunk of the tree - remember very few trees are straight up
and down, so put a little shape in the trunk! Use dark and light brown and shade
the left side of the trunk darker, you will notice the arrows which show the direction of the light. Then do the leaves by
short flicks of the pencil with two or three different greens and add some brown lines among the green for branches.
2. Draw four peaks for the hills in the background using different greens. Use darker shades on the left side of the hills and
lighter on the right and along the edges. Then with the brown, shade the left hand edge of each hill. You will see this gives
the impression of one in front of the other and the light flowing between them. Shade foreground area with greens slightly darker ones closer to the hills and some light green for some stalks of grass at the bottom of the page.
3. Now, you add the shadows. With brown, shade the tree trunk’s shadow - it must be at the same angle as the arrows - as
this is the direction that the light is coming from. Next, add leaf shadows, a little darker in some spots for denser foliage.
Next go to the base of the hills and add shadows - remembering the peak of the hill shadow is to the left of the actual peak!
4. Last, but not least, draw shadows for the grass - use the same angle as the tree trunk. If you put some shadows at the
wrong angle then it will not look right to you, showing how important is the link between the light’s angle and shadows.
Remember: relax, have fun and enjoy all that life has to offer!

Kay Taaffe

Foreign languages can be a mouthful!
Some hints to while away the time till you can go swanning off to one of the 21 countries
where Spanish is an official language - plus many more where it is very handy!
‘Buenos Dias’ means G’day. It’s plural, which is beyond me – take one day at a time.
Donde estan los servicios? - where are the toilets? Very helpful until you receive a mouthful
of incomprehensible Spanish. Advice – cross your legs, look stupid, repeat the question and you will
be shown. They don’t like puddles.
Cuenta cuesta? – how much does it cost? Again, ask the question, wait for the rapid response, look stupid and
propose a price which you think is negligible. Use a calculator to tell them what you are going to pay. If it’s for a taxi
they’ll probably write the price on the dusty roof of the vehicle.
Estoy perdido – I am lost. Also donde esta? where is ……? Well, we all know that to whomever you address this
question will also be a stranger to the place. Wave a map around and go to the nearest spot where two women are
having rapid conversation in what you think is Spanish. They could be helpful even if they are tourists from Moscow.
De que Puerta sale mi vuelo? – From which gate does my flight go? Quite comprehensible in all Spanish
speaking countries unless you use this in Rio de Janeiro: where lack of understanding is backed by the nasty habit of not
having gate numbers clearly indicated and the general staff having no idea! On my last trip there, they didn’t care if you
boarded the plane with a can of beer una cerveza in hand - which you’ll need after negotiating the airport.
Quiero un café con leche al lado – I’d like a coffee with milk on the side. An interesting twist on our “white
coffee”. They don’t get ‘white coffee’. They’ll ask if you have white, not brown, coffee beans in Australia.
On the subject of drinks, a wine is vino and white wine is vino blanco. A red wine is vino tinto which
literally means ink wine!
La manana means tomorrow – also means the morning. Confused about ‘tomorrow morning? That’s manana
por la manana. Very limited vocabulary. So would yours be if you were speaking a lingo derived from Latin by
invading Roman soldiers. So socks and sandals are not an Englishman’s sartorial metida de pata = faux pas – they were
invented by the Romans suffering cold feet = pies frios in northern England.
Habla ingles? The last words in survival – means ‘do you speak English? Whereupon they’ll ask if you’re
from Great Britain because the British believe in shouting rather than learning a language.
Bernie Hillier

My Visitors
I have a blue metal letterbox at the centre of
my front lawn. It’s waist high and surrounded
by my newly planted bromeliads. After one
particularly heavy rain deluge, a large brownie-green frog
took up residence in the letterbox. What a delight! The
next day a second large bright green frog was there
crouching in the corner of the box. Joy, oh joy! But what
to do? A pond was required so I promptly put a pottery
saucer in the letterbox and filled it with water.

daily, the family expanded until, at best, there were ten
frogs huddled in our box.
Two unforseen consequences followed.
Our array of inquisitive, ever-watchful birds became
curious and very soon my bromeliad garden was in
disarray and quite a mess.

But more interesting was the phone call from a caring
neighbour:
‘Just checking. Are you ok with all this isolation stuff?
Just thinking watering your letterbox each day
A daily ritual began. Early each morning I would don my
wearing your dressing gown and pink fluffy slippers
mauve dressing gown and fluffy pink slippers, grab a water
is strange behaviour indeed.’
bottle and head to the letterbox to top-up the pond and see
Indeed!!!
Sue Davey
what was happening. I was not disappointed. Almost

U3A Ukulele group

Note from Barry Clark: ‘Driving yesterday morning along
the waterfront at Banksia Beach, window open and the wind
in my hair (both of them) I heard the unexpected strumming
of ukuleles drifting through the air. Then I saw a small
group of U3A Ukulele players sitting in the shade under a
tree, being led by Hazel Beneke.’
Hazel’s Ukulele group continued lessons on Zoom for the duration, and is now out practicing at Col. Fisher Park on
Fridays at 9am. Anyone is welcome to join us and enjoy the music.
Hazel Beneke

Jigsaws
Along with toilet paper, pasta and rice, another thing that
disappeared from shopping shelves in the early stages of the
pandemic were jigsaws. Probably as many of us sought to entertain
ourselves/revisit the past/keep ourselves from TV binges or any
other reason we dreamed up!
Consumer demand rose 400% during our early lockdown and some
factories pivoted to 24 hours of operation to keep up supplies!
Bernice Hart introduces her jigsaw - with a difference - ‘It was
a present from George and has sat in the cupboard for I don't
know how long, not game to start it, in case the grandkids got
into it. They are all grown up now so with plenty of spare time
I decided to give it a go!
You work each of the sides separately and then the fun part is
trying to get it together without breaking it! The last thing
you install is the clock mechanism and hands. The clock actually
works and it is keeping perfect time so far.
Cheers
Bernice Hart
Extracts from an article by D’Arne Healy (Australia’s only world ranked Jigsaw puzzler)
Some of her handy hints on ‘How to finish a jigsaw puzzle.’ “When you get stuck, move onto
another section…..Don’t obsess over one piece! ….Or walk away and then come back with fresh
eyes….Or view it from upside down! Then you start seeing the puzzle as colours, shapes and
patterns, instead of only the image on the box……Look for shades of colour, a blue sky is
rarely only one shade of blue ….I love the Zen feeling of getting lost in a puzzle……….
Even serious puzzlers have tossed in a puzzle they couldn’t finish but before you do, remind
yourself of the satisfaction you’ll have when you place that last piece.”

Getting Physical

Chair Stretches

(Use a strong, stable chair; ensure it can’t slip by placing it on your carpet or yoga mat.)
SPINAL STRETCH:
This is great to do first thing in the morning , as it helps to stretch the
muscles between your vertebrae; but feels good at any time.
Stand behind your chair, with your feet hip-width apart and most importantly, have the
outside edges of your feet straight.
Bend forward from your hips and stretching your arms straight out from your shoulders, rest
them on the back of the chair. Your head drops between your arms, looking down, and your
ears are almost touching the inside of your elbows. Your legs are straight, but never lock your
knees back; keep your knees soft.
Your hips should be directly over your feet and you should feel a lovely stretch in your lumbar spine as you push back
through your tailbone. (Get a mirror or friend to check that your back is straight; your hips are over your feet.)
Keep stretching in this position for about 4 slow breaths (slowly breathe in for a count of 4 and out for 4); then
(important), holding onto the chair, lift your head first, take a breath, then, slowly walk towards the chair.
CALF STRETCH: As we get older, calf muscles tighten and tight calves are often responsible
for falls. This stretch should feel like a stretch, but if it hurts, stop at once.
There are 2 parts to the Calf Stretch:
1. Stand behind your chair, step back approximately ½ metre. Bending from your hips,
place your hands on the back of the chair, elbows BENT and swivelled out so that fingertips
are touching.
Leaving the left foot where it is, place the right heel close to the bottom of the leg of the
chair and stretch the foot up the leg of the chair. (Adjust the left foot so that you can feel a
nice stretch in your right calf).
2. Bending further from your hips, place your forehead on the back of your hands. Try to keep your legs as straight as
possible and never lock your knees. Adjust your legs if necessary. If this is too difficult, just stay in (1) above. After 4
breaths, come up slowly and change legs.
Leonie Timmerman

Trivia Group
To keep those brain cells active the Trivia group challenge you:
1. Which part of the sheep was used to obtain cells for cloning Dolly?
2. Who wrote “Roll Over Beethoven? (He died recently)
3. For what was Lewis Washkanski renowned as being the first?
4. Who created Saltbush Bill?
5. Which letter has the Morse code … (dit dit dit da)? (Think Beethoven)
6. How old was Vera Lynn when she died recently?
7. Which cattle station was made famous by Vincent Lingiar?
8. What single 4-letter word can follow all these: Back, Nose, Swan?
9. Which regatta can be cancelled because of rain?
10.Which 2 five-letter words can have 4 letters removed and retain their
original pronunciations?
Answers in next newsletter.

Can you go from TRAIN
to BLOWS in just 5
moves, one letter at a time!

TRAIN

Hazel Beneke

Boggle Words

Can you work out the words or phrases
for each box from the images?
____________

READING

BEAT

BLOWS

HOURS
HOURS

ii

THE COLLAR
HOT

LU/YOU’RE/CKY

Answer to ‘Around the Block’ - from June edition
Threadcard making

REN - RAP
ARE - BLE
Each missing letter SLA - OWL
completes the
FOA - END
word on the left
JOK - ACH
and begins the
BOA - ICK
word on the right.
NAM - VEN
The middle letters
will then spell out
BAR - UMB
the name of a U3A TOR - ICK
class.
ANT - DLE
HIS - PAR

Many thanks to the texts, pictures, games and specially the joke creators,
and new U3A contributors. We really appreciate your efforts to entertain.
Want to access more? Great news - most newspapers and magazines have extended
their range of games and jokes to keep us challenged and entertained.

Responses: Jottings from members’ musings
Thoughts on Social Life during Covid
“Social Life? Please explain.”
“I think I’m going to take up rock climbing,
I’m going up the wall anyway”.

Hairdressers are sources of entertainment.
My friend’s husband refused to go to a hairdresser in
case of contagion.
His wife - “He makes Boris Johnson look tidy”.
Her excuse for not going to the hairdresser,
“I want to find out what my real colour is.”
Socialising exercise
“We meet people while walking in the mornings so
that’s a bit of socialising.
My exercise physio is a source of conversation, that’s if I
have enough breath to answer”
“I’m doing so much exercise that I should be falling
through gratings. Unfortunately I keep getting jammed
around the waist”.
“Our wine delivery driver is our social life.
we talk to him for 5 minutes every week.

A nn

“ Do we order an embarrassing amount of wine?” I asked.
“No – you’re tame”, he replied. So what’s feral?
I am informed that some new users of social media
haven’t quite got the idea. “I’ve seen a lot of ears and
mouths when they use a phone to reply on screen – they
haven’t understood what they should do”.
Someone had to benefit The kangaroos on Endeavour Drive are having a party!
There’s been such a diminution of traffic
that they’ve taken over the road.
Entertainment
“My entertainment is dodging people in the
supermarket…”
“Now’s a great time to rug up, get cosy, get cooking and
read – the library has re-opened”.
Went to the newly re-opened bowls club the other day.
Everyone spaced out – no, not on drugs and no atmosphere. You had to sit to be waited upon.
The bar staff are loving it – they have time to chat to you.
Collated by Bernie Hillier

